We analyze how the impact of a change in the sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio on economic growth depends on the level of debt, the stress level on the financial market and the membership in a monetary union. A dynamic growth model is put forward demonstrating that debt affects macroeconomic activity in a non-linear manner due to amplifications from the financial sector.
Introduction
The 2007-08 global economic recession has been followed by a crisis in public finances, especially in the countries of the European Monetary Union (EMU). Naturally, a vast literature on the relationship between the fiscal stance and sovereign debt on the one hand and the macroeconomic performance on the other has emerged. While the previous work such as Blanchard and Perotti (2002) has typically used linear theoretical models and estimation techniques to study these relations, more recent contributions focus on the regime-dependence of the effects of fiscal policy and sovereign debt on economic activity.
An influential contribution is the study by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) who identify the debt-to-GDP ratio as a relevant threshold variable in an empirical analysis of forty-four advanced and emerging economies. They argue that sovereign debt beyond a certain threshold, 90% of GDP according to their results, will reduce economic growth.
1 A second strand of research such as Mittnik and Semmler (2012b) , Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012) , Taylor et al. (2012) and Fazzari et al. (2013) investigates how the growth effect of the fiscal stance depends on the business-cycle. The core result is that fiscal multipliers are more pronounced during recessions then during booms. Finally, a third strand in the literature emphasizes financial-market stress as the crucial source for the non-linearity in the relationship between a country's fiscal stance and its macroeconomic performance. Afonso et al. (2011) and Mittnik and Semmler (2013) , for instance, argue that the main factor determining the effectiveness of fiscal policy as well as the sustainability of fiscal debt is the state of financial markets,
and not the extent of public indebtedness itself as postulated by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) .
The mechanism through which financial markets affect the relationship between the fiscal stance and sovereign debt on the one hand and economic activity on the other have been studied extensively in the theoretical literature (cf. Stein 2011 , 2012 , Brunnermeier and Sannikov 2012 and Mittnik and Semmler 2012a , 2013 . 2 The common theme in this literature is that financial stress affects the 1 As demonstrated by Herndon et al. (2013) , however, coding errors and selective exclusion of observations biased the results of Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) . Using the same data set, they argue that the threshold debt-to-GDP ratio of 90% is not significant and that growth effects of debt in high-and in low-debt regimes do not differ considerably.
2 Stein (2011 Stein ( , 2012 emphasize over-leveraging of economic agents. Because of low interest rates, low credit spreads, rising capital gains and leveraging, economic booms may increase the vulnerability of the banking sector. Feedback loops between the financial sector and the macroeconomy may then give rise to a regime of low financial stress and a stable period of expansion, but may also generate destabilizing forces which trigger contractions and recessions when the financial sector starts to come under stress with risk premia rising and rapidly falling capital gains affecting aggregate demand and output. The models by Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2012) and Mittnik and Semmler (2012a) focus solely on the banking system which borrows to accumulate assets with returns, while there are preferences over payouts, serving as a consumption stream. When leveraging and payouts are less constrained, and financial stress and risk premia are high, the banking system is vulnerable and more prone to instability. With stronger restrictions, and low interest rates relationship between debt and economic growth via its impact on risk premia, in particular bond spreads. For instance, Brunnermeier and Oehmke (2012) put forward the possibility of a diabolic loop according to which sovereign debt held by the banks can make the banking system unstable by exposing it to financial stress, forcing banks to cut down on loans, reducing economic growth and generating a downward spiral.
Given the crucial role of bond spreads for the effect of sovereign debt on economic growth, an additional aspect of the non-linear nexus between these two variables is the question whether a country is in a monetary union or not. As argued by De Grauwe and Ji (2013) , this point is of particular relevance for the EMU since bond spreads may be more sensitive to investor sentiment in countries of a monetary union than in stand-alone countries. Their findings suggest that the explanatory power of the debt-to-GDP ratio for bond spreads in EMU countries is significantly higher during times of economic distress than during times of economic stability. Yet, for stand-alone countries, the relationship between the debt-to-GDP ratio and bond spreads is weak, independent of the state of the financial market. A similar result is obtained by Schoder (forthcoming) who additionally argues that investor sentiment is even more volatile for the EMU countries of the periphery than for the core EMU countries. According to these findings, the non-linearity in the sovereign debt-economic growth relation should be expected to be more pronounced in EMU countries, especially in the peripheral countries, than in stand-alone countries. The task taken up in this paper is to analyze empirically the non-linearities in the relationship between growth, sovereign debt and financial stress for core and peripheral EMU countries as well as stand-alone countries.
Our contribution to the literature is thus twofold: On the one hand, we discuss a theoretical framework along the lines of Semmler (2012a, 2013) . In this model, debt affects in a non-linear manner the dynamics of the economy due to severe macroeconomic amplifications which arise when the financial sector comes under stress. We show that the macroeconomic amplifications crucially depend on whether there is low or high financial stress through the use of a finite horizon model. The theoretical model is solved numerically using a method known as Non-Linear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) which is a control technique used in industry since the 1980s and now introduced to economics by Grüne and Pannek (2011) . It is characterized by the use of non-linear system models for prediction which are solved iteratively on a finite prediction horizon.
On the other hand, we estimate the effects of the sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio on economic growth and low credit spreads there is a greater corridor of stability, creating a more stable environment for the banks. On the other hand, with less decision constraints and a banking system facing state-dependent risk premia and credit spreads which increases the cost of leveraging of banks, there may exist only a small corridor of stability, as banks may be more vulnerable to financial stress and crises. Schoder (2013) emphasizes asymmetric credit and profitability constraints on private investment which depend on the state of the business cycle.
through an econometric regime-dependent framework. We assume the regimes to depend on the level of the debt-to-GDP ratio and the level of the financial stress index (FSI) . In particular, we analyze if the debt-to-GDP ratio's effect on economic growth is non-linear with respect to the debt-to-GDP ratio itself; if the debt-to-GDP ratio's effect on growth depends on financial stress; and finally, how the effect of debt on growth is related to both the level of debt and the level of financial stress. We investigate these relationships empirically for 16 OECD countries from 1981Q1 to 2013Q2, employing quarterly data and using dynamic country-specific and dynamic panel threshold regression analysis.
We pay special attention to the differences between EMU and stand-alone countries as well as between northern EMU and southern EMU countries. Our sample includes Australia (AUS), Austria (AUT), Belgium (BEL), Canada (CAN), Denmark (DNK), Germany (DEU), Spain (ESP), France (FRA), the United Kingdom (GBR), Greece (GRC), Italy (ITA), Japan (JPN), the Netherlands (NLD), Portugal (PRT), Sweden (SWE), and the United States (USA).
Our estimation results suggest the following: First, in contrast to Reinhardt and Rogoff's (2010) results, we do not find evidence for a robust and significant threshold level of sovereign debt as a share of GDP beyond which a rise in debt reduces growth for any of our samples considered, if financial stress is ignored as a source of non-linearities in the debt-growth nexus. Neglecting the state of the financial markets, the debt-to-GDP ratio does not seem to be the relevant measure along which investor sentiment switches from growth-enhancing to growth-impairing. It seems that debt does not become a problem just because a country faces a high debt-to-GDP ratio. Second, consistent with our theoretical model, we identify financial stress as a crucial source of a non-linearity between debt and economic activity. Only at high levels of financial stress, the debt-to-GDP ratio may negatively affect growth, regardless of the level of debt. Yet, third, we find evidence that debt reduces growth during episodes of high financial stress only for the countries of our sample which are part of the European Monetary Union. Finally, our analysis suggests that the interaction of the level of debt and the level of financial stress is important for the debt-growth nexus. Especially in the southern EMU countries does a rise in debt impair growth at high levels of debt and financial stress.
Our work is mostly related to Afonso et al. (2011) , in the sense that we investigate the interaction between public finances and economic growth from a non-linear perspective. However, in contrast to Afonso et al. (2011) , who use country-specific threshold VAR models to investigate the interaction between GDP growth, fiscal variables, inflation, the interest rate and using the FSI as the threshold variable, we focus solely on how GDP growth is affected by more or less the same variables, but using a threshold dynamic panel approach to exploit the cross-sectional dimension of the data using not only the FSI, while also using the debt-to-GDP ratio in an alternative specification. Our work can thus be considered as complementary to Afonso et al. (2011) not only in terms of the choice of variables and countries, but also because our results widely support and extend their results on the basis of the estimation of different country subgroups in a dynamic panel context.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we investigate the dynamics of a stylized dynamic macroeconomic model of a small open economy in low and high financial stress regimes. Section 3 discusses the data set used, followed by a discussion of the econometric methodology in section 4. Section 5 presents the estimation results and section 6 concludes the paper.
A Model of Economic Activity and Debt
In the following, we briefly discuss a model variant of Mittnik and Semmler (2012a) to describe the dynamic interaction of aggregate indebtedness and macroeconomic activity in low and high financial stress regimes. This will motivate our subsequent empirical analysis on sovereign debt, financial stress and GDP growth. Even though the current theoretical framework focuses on aggregate debt, its insights are applicable to the empirical analysis of the next section, which focuses on the interaction between sovereign debt and GDP growth, due to the high correlation between current account and fiscal imbalances (cf. Berger and Nitsch 2010).
Let us consider a stylized model economy in which a social planner chooses the levels of consumption c t and the growth rate of the capital stock g t such as to maximize inter-temporal utility. The problem can be stated as
subject to In order to model explicitly the non-linear relationship between debt and economic activity, we allow the interest rate on debt to depend on the level of debt and on the state of the financial market.
Hence, we focus on the bond yields as one transmission channel among others through which the state of the financial market may affect the nexus between debt and economic activity. In order to resemble the observed behavior of the Euro Area government bond yields since the outbreak of the debt crisis, we assume that the bond yields are a non-linear function of the economy's aggregate debt-to-capital ratio B t /K t . In the vein of De Grauwe and Ji (2012), we further assume that the level of financial stress f and the membership in a monetary union m = {0, 1} affects the relationship between the debt-to-capital ratio and the interest rate. Hence, we suppose
with θ(0, 0) = 0, ∂θ(f, 1)/∂f > ∂θ(f, 0)/∂f > 0 and θ(f, 1) > θ(f, 0) for all f .r denotes the interest rate independent from debt. Since investor sentiment has been found to be more volatile with respect to the debt-to-GDP ratio in countries within a monetary union than in stand-alone countries, we assume that the state of the financial markets affects the impact of debt on the interest rate primarily when m = 1 (cf. De Ji 2012, 2013) . For members of a monetary union this implies the following: When both the debt-to-capital ratio and the financial stress are low, the link between these variables and the bond yields is weak and the yield level itself is low too. In contrast, when either B t /K t and f t or both are high the link between these variables and r( · ) is tighter, and the yield level prices, and formulate the debt dynamics as a net worth dynamics but in a closed economy framework. In our open economy framework, in contrast, we implicitly also allow for sovereign debt, and could also include stochastic shocks. is likely to be much higher too.
In order to highlight how the model's properties are affected by the economy's overall indebtedness and/or financial stress levels, in the following we study the dynamics of the system under a regime of low financial stress for a stand-alone country and a regime of high financial stress for a country within a monetary union. In the first model variant the interest on aggregate debt is held constant. This is scenario in the vein of Minsky where financial fragility may arise in a period of tranquility and thus low or zero risk premia can be observed.
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The left graph in Figure 1 shows the NMPC solution paths for capital, debt and the debt-to-capital ratio over time for θ( · ) = 0 andr = 0.02 such that r = 0.02 with the initial conditions K(0) = 0.9
and B(0) = 0.9. The right graph plots the debt-to-capital ratio and the capital against each other, with the debt-to-capital ratio on the vertical axis and the capital stock on the horizontal axis. As can be observed, if the interest rate remains constant at r = 0.02, while the path of aggregate debt and capital still feature a positive growth rate, the debt-to-capital ratio converges to a given value which describes the steady state of the economy (this is a property of the present model which applies for multiple initial values of K and B).
As this first simulation shows, as long as the financial stress is low (either through central bank intervention or as a result of the overall market expectations) and the bond yields remain by and large invariant at low levels, the debt-to-capital ratio will eventually stabilize about a finite ratio, 5 Implicitly, in this case, on the asset side, as Stein (2012) shows, the present value of the assets will tend to become very large, because there is no correction through a risk premium, and capital gains help to service the debt.
Alternatively, this is equivalent to the case of the central bank pursuing a low -or near zero -interest rate policy. By this, in fact it might attempt to keep the economy in a low financial stress regime, see Christiano et al. (2011), and Woodford (2011) . with capital growing at a positive rate. However, precisely in such a stable macroeconomic scenario an over-leveraging process may take place which may induce financial instability in the Minsky (1992) sense. capital ratio takes place due to the activation of the non-linear negative effects of financial stress on the government debt yields and the subsequent dynamic feedback mechanisms of higher risk premia and yields, larger interest payments and lower consumption and investment. 6 This, of course, is an unsustainable scenario, as additional increases in the interest rate on debt lead to further increases in the interest payments, which will eventually become larger than the surplus generated to pay such debt service.
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Before turning our attention to the econometric analysis, we would like to stress again the fact that these simulated dynamics represent the optimal solution of a finite-horizon dynamic problem, and are thus consistent with a forward-looking, utility maximizing modeling approach. However, it 6 Note that a strong contractionary effect could also occur if the creditors become unwilling to lend when a certain debt to GDP ratio is reached and new borrowing or rolling over of old debt will be discontinued. For a model including such a sudden rise in credit market constraint, see Ernst and Semmler (2013) .
7 The shift to a high financial stress regime could also be related to a situation in which the central bank either does not attempt or is not able to pursue an unconventional monetary policy to bring down credit spreads in order to calm down the financial markets. For an empirical contribution studying the sustainability of debt accumulation of European economies, see Schoder et al. (2013) .
is precisely due to the finite planning horizon of the current framework that the relationship between the dynamics of debt and capital is much closer in the medium term than what it would be in an infinite horizon framework.
In the following we investigate empirically how sovereign debt and financial stress affect the relationship between debt and economic activity in a representative sample of 16 industrialized countries for the period 1981Q1 to 2013Q2 by means of dynamic country-specific and dynamic panel estimation techniques.
Data Description
For our empirical analysis, we use a quarterly and seasonally adjusted data set ranging from 1981Q1
to 2013Q2 Chow and Lin (1971) . The constructed net financial debt series is then normalized by GDP taken from the OECD EO 94 database (variable GDP). Appendix B spells out the details on how the net financial debt series has been constructed for each country. The financial stress index (FSI) has been obtained from the IMF data set as discussed in Danninger et al. (2009) and Cardarelli et al. (2009) . 9 For GRC, the growth rate of the labor force is taken from the OECD Main Economic Indicators (MEI) database. For all other countries, it has been obtained from the OECD EO 94 database (variable LF). As additional variables, we use the interest rate on long-term government bonds minus the growth rate of the GDP deflater, the nominal effective exchange rate as 8 For AUS, GRC and PRT the ranges of the data set including the variables used in the baseline specification discussed below are from 1987Q3-2012Q4, 1990Q2-2012Q4, 1995Q1-2013Q2 and 1984Q1-2013Q3, respectively. 9 The FSI is a composite indicator comprising information on the banking-sector beta, stock market returns, timevarying stock market return volatility, sovereign debt spreads, and an exchange market pressure index. Afonso et al.
(2011) use the same variable in their estimations of country-specific threshold vector auto-regressions.
well as the growth rate of the GDP deflater all taken from the OECD EO 94 database (variables IRL, PGDP and EXCHEB).
The debt-to-GDP ratio, the financial stress index and the growth rate of GDP in percent are plotted in figure 3 for all countries investigated. The net sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio differs considerably between countries, with SWE and DNK having the lowest ratios at the end of the sample considered, as they managed to reduce their net sovereign debt considerably since the mid 1990s. In contrast, the highest current debt-to-GDP ratio among the considered countries can be observed in JPN, ITA and GRC with levels beyond 100% of GDP. Further, apart from the level of the debt-to-GDP ratio its evolution over time is of interest. Countries such as BEL, CAN, DNK, ESP and NLD managed to reduce their debt-to-GDP ratio since the mid 1990s. Others, in particular AUT, FRA, GBR and ITA more or less stabilized the ratio in that time, whereas DEU and JPN experienced an increase in the debt ratio. In GRC, the haircuts in 2011 can be clearly seen in the data. In general, it is interesting to note that the troubled southern EMU countries do not face much higher debt-to-GDP ratios than other countries that are rather considered as financial safe havens such as the USA, JPN or DEU.
Concerning the dynamics and the interaction of the FSI and the GDP growth, as Fig. 3 clearly illustrates, there is a strong negative correlation between GDP growth and the FSI, not only during the recent financial crisis, where GDP growth slumped in the majority of countries around the world and the FSI spiked to unprecedented levels, but also in the previous periods. This is not surprising.
Yet, due to the way the FSI is constructed, a drop in stock prices, for instance -a phenomenon which is closely linked to the occurrence of economic recessions -leads to an increase in the FSI. In this context, it is interesting to note that while the output contraction during the recent financial crisis was rather similar across all countries considered, the FSI reaction was, on the other hand, quite differentiated, with the FSI of countries such CAN, JPN, NLD and USA soaring about three times higher than in the remaining countries. 
Econometric Methodology
In order to analyze how the level of debt as well as the level of financial stress affect the impact of the debt-to-GDP ratio on the growth rate of GDP in EMU and non-EMU countries, we employ countryspecific and panel threshold regressions. Threshold regressions allow us to distinguish low-debt/highdebt and low-stress/high-stress regimes, respectively. Panel regressions allow us to additionally exploit the information along the cross-section dimension to obtain more robust results, as well as to identify potential differences between particular country sub-samples. As sub-samples we consider EMU and non-EMU countries as well as northern and southern EMU countries. More specifically, we study first if the debt-to-GDP ratio's effect on economic growth is non-linear with respect to the debt-to-GDP ratio itself; second, how the debt-to-GDP ratio's effect on growth depends on financial stress; and finally, how the effect of debt on growth is related to both the level of debt and the level of financial stress.
To briefly discuss the estimation strategy, consider the following dynamic threshold regression model: In order to use the estimation procedure proposed by Caner and Hansen (2004) in a dynamic panel framework, the country-specific fixed effects have to be eliminated without violating the asymptotics of the estimator. We follow Kremer et al. (2013) and apply the forward orthogonal deviations transformation to the variables: each observation has subtracted from it the mean of all future observations. As shown by Arellano and Bover (1995) , this transformation eliminates the country-specific fixed effects while leaving the lags of the endogenous variables available as valid instruments.
In our study the following estimation strategy is employed: First, for the panel analysis, the forward orthogonal deviation transform is applied to all variables expect the threshold variable(s). For the country-specific regressions, the variables are not transformed. Second, the endogenous variables are regressed on the complete set of instruments. Then, for given threshold values, the endogenous variables are replaced by the fitted values in the threshold regression model. These steps are repeated for all realizations of the threshold variables, except the lowest and largest 5% in order to ensure that there is a minimum number of observations in each regime. The values which are associated with the smallest sum of squared residuals are then selected as the threshold values. Inference on the estimated threshold value can be conducted by noting that a likelihood ratio for a given threshold value can be constructed by using the relation between the residual sum of squares associated with this threshold value and the residual sum of squares associated with the threshold estimate (cf. Caner and Hansen, 2004) . Third, the regression model is estimated again using the threshold value obtained in the previous step.
Estimation Results
We perform dynamic country-specific and dynamic panel threshold regressions. For the panel estimations, we consider the following groups of countries: all countries of the sample, EMU countries (AUT, BEL, DEU, ESP, FRA, GRC, ITA, NLD, PRT), non-EMU countries (AUS, CAN, DNK, GBR, JPN, SWE, USA), northern EMU countries (AUT, BEL, DEU, FRA, NLD) and southern EMU countries (ESP, GRC, ITA, PRT). We analyze, first, how debt affects the impact of debt on growth, second, how financial stress affects the impact of debt on growth and, third, how both debt and financial stress affect the impact of debt on growth.
Debt-to-GDP ratio as threshold variable and regime dependent regressor
Let us first consider a specification which is appropriate to address the research question raised by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) : Is there a threshold level of the debt-to-GDP ratio beyond which a rise in the debt-to-GDP ratio reduces the growth rate of the economy? Hence, the debt-to-GDP ratio is assumed to be the only threshold variable. The model is
where y it is the quarter-to-quarter growth rate of real GDP, n it is the growth rate of the labor force, and b it is the net sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio. Since, the regressor y i,t−1 is endogenous, its lags are used as instruments after applying the orthogonal forward transformation to the regressors. 10 The regimeindependent regressor n it as well as the regime-dependent regressor b i,t−1 are assumed to be exogenous.
We have also considered specifications including the real interest rate on long-term government bonds, the nominal effective exchange rate, the rate of inflation based on the GDP deflater and the financial stress index as additional control variables. Since the results do not change substantially by extending the baseline model, we only report the results of the more parsimonious specification. Yet, we indicate below when the results of the more general specifications differ substantially.
11 Table 1 reports the results of the country-specific threshold regressions followed by the results of the panel threshold regressions. Since the estimated threshold values would be quite heterogeneous and often indicating break points at rather low debt-to-GDP ratios and since we are interested in how the growth effect of public debt changes at high levels of debt as a percentage of GDP as suggested by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) , we specify that, instead of 5%, the low-debt regime has to include at least 50% of all observations. Moreover, we restrict the intercept to be regime-independent to increase the robustness of the results to including additional control variables.
For the single countries, the estimated threshold values γ b are quite heterogeneous ranging from 5.42% in Sweden to 112.50% in Belgium. Yet, this is mainly due to the different ranges of the sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio in the countries of our sample. Note that the estimated thresholds are not robust for most single countries as well as groups of countries. For the groups of EMU, non-EMU, northern EMU and southern EMU countries, figure 4 plots the likelihood ratio for every γ b in order to test the null hypothesis that the true threshold value is equal to γ b , given the estimateγ b , as well as the critical value for the 95% confidence level. The set of γ b 's for which the null cannot be rejected is the domain with likelihood ratios below the line indicating the critical value. For the panels of EMU and southern EMU countries, no feasible threshold value can be excluded from this set. For no single feasible threshold value can we reject the null that this threshold value is the true one at a reasonable level of significance. For the non-EMU countries, the plot of the likelihood ratios suggests that the true threshold value of the debt-to-GDP ratio lies between 33% and 46%. For the northern EMU 10 In all specifications to follow, we use the maximum number of instruments available for each endogenous regressor unless the instrument matrix is close to singular. In this case we keep reducing the number of instruments for each regressor by 10 and re-estimating the model until the instrument matrix is clearly full-rank. 11 The estimation results for the extensions of the baseline model can be obtained from the authors upon request. Coming back to table 1, note that the coefficient of the lagged endogenous variable is positive and typically significant for all countries except Denmark and for all groups of countries. Further, the effect of a one unit change in the growth rate of the labor force on real GDP growth is mostly positive and statistically significant. For some countries, the point estimates are negative but, in this case, not significant.
We are mainly interested in the coefficient of the regime dependent variable, i.e. the debt-to-GDP ratio. Since the country-specific estimates of the threshold values are typically not very robust to including additional control variables to the regression model, the regime dependent estimates of the debt-to-GDP ratio's coefficients are not robust either. One robust finding is that, the high-debt regime is associated with a negative and significant effect of debt on growth only in Greece and Portugal.
For most countries, debt seems to have a positive effect on growth in both regimes. The estimations results obtained for the panels of countries suggest that a rise of debt reduces growth primarily in the southern EMU countries, while debt does not seem to affect growth at high levels relative to GPD in non-EMU as well as northern EMU countries. At low levels of sovereign debt, a rise in debt increases growth in non-EMU countries. These results are robust to including additional control variables.
Overall, our results suggest that the impact of sovereign debt on growth may not necessarily be negative. They qualify Reinhardt and Rogoff's 2010 suggestion that gross debt reduces economic growth beyond 90% of GDP, in general. Large debt does not necessarily increase the debt's absolute effect on growth nor does it necessarily negatively affect growth. If the relationship between sovereign debt and economic activity is driven by investor sentiment and expectations, these results imply that the debt-to-GDP ratio is not necessarily the relevant variable which causes the trend reversal in the market's beliefs. Only in the southern EMU countries sovereign debt seems to reduce growth at high debt levels.
FSI as threshold variable and debt-to-GDP ratio as regime dependent regressor
Next, we analyze the non-linear effect of debt on economic activity using the FSI as the threshold variable. As argued in the theoretical section, the impact of sovereign debt on economic growth may be negative primarily during times of high financial stress since rising risk premia and credit spreads deteriorate the balance sheet of the banking sector which holds part of the sovereign debt. Since credit spreads may respond more sensitively to changes in debt in member countries of a monetary union than in stand-alone countries (cf. De Grauwe and Ji 2013), this non-linearity in the debt-growth relationship can be expected to be more pronounced in the countries of the EMU than in the other countries of our sample. We estimate the following specification:
where f it is the financial stress index and the other parameters and variables are as before. Table 2 reports the estimation results of the regression model described by eq. (8) with the government debt-to-GDP ratio as the only regime dependent variable apart from the constant, using the first lag of the FSI as the threshold variable.
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In contrast to the previous specification, the threshold estimates for the FSI are rather homogeneous especially across groups of countries. Typically the regime change is indicated at large values of the FSI relative to the feasible values which exclude the lowest and highest 5% of the FSI. For almost all countries and for all groups, the vast majority of observations lies in the low-stress regime. Moreover, the threshold estimates are typically highly significant which is illustrated in Figure 5 plotting the likelihood ratios for different threshold values for four the same groups of countries as before. As can be clearly seen, the global minima can easily be narrowed down to a small range and are typically located at high levels of financial stress. Further, it is interesting to note that, compared to the previous analysis, the value of the threshold variable beyond which a regime change occurs is much higher in the EMU than in the group of stand-alone countries (3.69 vs. 2.36). Hence, in the EMU, the change in the sovereign debt effect on growth occurs only at extremely high values of financial stress. This finding is highly consistent with the argument put forward by De Grauwe and Ji (2012) that countries within a monetary union are more sensitive to changes in investor sentiment then standalone countries. Because of overly optimistic expectations, high financial stress starts affecting growth only at very high levels.
The parameter estimates for the lagged endogenous variable as well as the growth rate of the labor force are very similar to the results obtained in the previous section and, usually, have the correct signs.
The country-specific results for the regime dependent coefficient suggest that the effect of debt on growth is low during times of high financial stress as compared to times of financial turmoil. In average the coefficients in the high stress-regimes are lower in EMU countries than in non-EMU countries.
For the panels of countries, we find that an increase of the debt-to-GDP ratio during times of high financial stress reduces growth in countries of the EMU, but not significantly in stand-alone countries.
Within the EMU it seems that a rise in debt affects growth primarily in the southern EMU countries.
These results, especially the finding that sovereign debt has a stronger negative effect on economic growth during times of high financial stress in EMU countries rather than in non-EMU countries reinforces the conclusion by De Grauwe and Ji (2013) that countries within a monetary union are more sensitive to changes in investor sentiment than stand-alone countries.
Debt-to-GDP ratio and FSI as threshold variables and debt-to-GDP ratio as regime dependent regressor
In section 5.1, we have studied how the level of debt affects the impact of debt on growth concluding that there is not a significant threshold value separating two distinct regimes. In the subsequent section 5.2, we have analyzed how the FSI influences this relationship and we have found evidence for a threshold value beyond which a rise in debt reduces growth significantly especially in the EMU countries. This negative growth effect of debt, however, does not depend on the level of debt. Hence, a one-unit increase in the debt-to-GDP ratio is assumed to have an effect on growth independent of the level of debt. Economic theory and the model outlined above, however, suggest that a rise in debt may impair economic activity when both debt and financial stress are high. Therefore, we finally analyze how the effect of the debt-to-GDP ratio on economic growth depends on the level of the debt-to-GDP ratio itself as well as the level of the FSI. We include two threshold variables to the regression model giving rise to four regimes: low-debt and low-stress (LL), low-debt and high-stress (LH), high-debt and low-stress (HL) as well as high-debt and high-stress (HH). We estimate the following specification:
where the variables and parameters are as before. in the extensions as we discuss the estimation results. Third, to reduce the computational effort for identifying the threshold values, we round the debt-to-GDP ratio to full integers and the FSI to one decimal digit for search. Fourth, we specified that at least 50% of the observations have to be in one of the low-debt regimes. To ensure enough observations in all regimes, we also specified that instead of 5% there have to be at least 10% of the observations in one of the high-debt as well as in one of the high-stress regimes. Fifth, we assume the intercepts to be regime dependent only along the dimension of the FSI. A regime-switch between low-debt and high-debt does not change the intercept.
The threshold estimate for the debt-to-GDP ratio is not as robust and significant as the estimate for the FSI threshold. Yet, it is more robust as in the specification with only one threshold variable discussed in section 5.1. This can be observed in Figure 6 which plots the likelihood ratios for different threshold values of the debt-to-GDP ratio and the FSI. Note that the perspective on the surface is from below. The transparent plain indicates the critical values. Along the axis of the debt-to-GDP ratio, the likelihood ratio is rather flat for any given FSI threshold. In contrast to that, the likelihood typically increases substantially as we move away from the minimum of the likelihood ratio along the axis of the FSI at any given threshold of the debt-to-GDP ratio. For the set of combinations of debt-to-GDP values and FSI values with likelihood ratios below the plain of the critical values, the null hypothesis that the true threshold values are equal to a given combination of the threshold variables cannot be rejected. Note that, compared to the confidence sets estimated in the specification without the FSI as a threshold variable in section 5.1, the range of debt-to-GDP ratios which cannot be rejected to be the true thresholds is rather narrow. This suggests that the debt-to-GDP threshold is only of relevance in combination with financial stress. As expected the high-debt and high-stress regime features the lowest number of observations.
As before, the coefficients of the lagged growth rate of GDP and the growth rate of the labor force have the expected positive sign and are statistically significant for all country groups.
The following results for the regime-dependent growth effects of debt which hold for the baseline specification as well as for the extensions including additional control variables are worth to note:
First, for the EMU countries the negative growth effect of debt turns considerable more pronounced moving from the low-stress to the high-stress regimes rather than moving from the low-debt to the hight-debt regimes. Yet, for the non-EMU countries the coefficients decrease when moving from the low-debt to the high-debt regimes. For this group of countries, however, the negative coefficients are typically not significant. This reinforces the previous result that EMU countries are more vulnerable to a rising debt-to-GDP ratio during times of financial turmoil than non-EMU countries. Second, for both northern and southern EMU countries the negative impact of debt on growth is more pronounced in the high-stress regimes. Interestingly, it is the southern EMU countries rather then the northern EMU countries for which we find a strong negative coefficient during times of high debt and high financial stress. This suggests that rising sovereign debt at high levels of debt during times of financial distress is primarily a problem for the southern EMU countries.
As in the previous section, the autonomous growth rate of GDP is lower in the high-stress regime than in the low stress regime, as indicated in the last column of Table 3 .
Concluding Remarks
How does the debt-to-GDP ratio affect economic activity? Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) have argued that gross sovereign debt beyond 90% of GDP tends to reduce growth. We have argued theoretically and empirically that the answer depends not primarily on the debt level but on the state of the financial market and on whether the central banks is willing or able to reduce financial market stress by some monetary policy intervention. On theoretical terms we proposed a stylized dynamic macroeconomic model based on inter-temporal optimization in a finite horizon framework which illustrated how changing financial market conditions may affect the interaction of growth and debt.
By means of numerical simulations, we illustrated the destabilizing effect that rising financial market stress (assumed to be a function of the degree of aggregate indebtedness in the economy) can have for the actual paths of capital and debt over time, and how a reduction of the former can bring about macroeconomic stability.
On empirical grounds, our econometric analysis based on dynamic country-specific and dynamic panel threshold regression techniques to investigate non-linearities in the relationship between economic growth, the sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio and financial market stress in industrialized economies delivered a variety of findings relevant for the current discussion on the role of the debt-to-GDP ratio as the main variable driving macroeconomic stability in advanced economies. Summing up, we found the following empirical results: First, we do not find evidence for a robust and significant threshold sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio beyond which a rise in debt reduces growth, if financial stress is ignored as a source of non-linearities in the debt-growth nexus. Neglecting the state of the financial markets, the debt-to-GDP ratio does not seem to be the relevant measure along which investor sentiment switches from growth-enhancing to growth-impairing. This is in contrast to the influential contribution by Reinhardt and Rogoff (2010) who argued that the relevant threshold level of gross debt is 90% of GDP. It seems that a rise in debt does not reduce growth just because a country faces a high debt-to-GDP ratio. Second, we have identified the financial stress as a crucial source of a non-linearity between debt and economic activity. Only at high levels of financial stress, the debt-to-GDP ratio may negatively affect growth, regardless of the level of debt. Third, we find evidence that debt reduces growth during episodes of high financial stress primarily for the countries of our sample which are part of the European Monetary Union where the central bank had some difficulty to bring down financial stress. Finally, our analysis suggests that the interaction of the level of debt and the level of financial stress is important for the debt-growth nexus. In particular, this is visible in the southern EMU countries where contractionary fiscal policy increased financial market stress and monetary policy did not turn out to be reducing stress. 
A Non Linear Model Predictive Control
The NMPC methodology can be summarized as follows: Consider a general dynamic decision problem described by
where the evolution of the state variable x(t) is given byẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)), with x(0) = x 0 and where u(t) represents the control variables of the problem. A discrete-time approximation of such a problem is given by
where the maximization is now performed over a sequence u i of decision values and the sequence x i
Here h > 0 is the discretization time step, β = e −ρh and Φ is a numerical scheme approximating the solution ofẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) on the time interval [ih, (i+1)h]. For details and references about the discretization procedure see Grüne et al. (2013) . The essence of NMPC lies in replacing the maximization of the above large horizon functional, where we could have T → ∞, by the iterative maximization of finite horizon functionals
for a truncated finite horizon N ∈ N with x k+1,i = Φ(h, x k,i , u k,i ) and the index i indicating the number of the iteration. As discussed in Grüne and Pannek (2011) , it can be shown that under appropriate assumptions about the problem -such as the existence of an equilibrium for the infinite horizon problem -the solution (x i , u i ) (which depends on the choice of N above) converges to the correct, infinite horizon solution of eq. (11) as N → ∞.
B Interpolating and Extrapolating the Net Financial Liabilities Series
To compute the debt-to-GDP ratio some series have to be interpolated from annual data as well as extrapolated. We employ the Chow and Lin (1971) procedure to compute quarterly series. We suppose that there exists a relationship between a 4n × 1 vector of quarterly observations of a variable Y and a 4n × 3 matrix, X, comprising explanatory variables of the form
where u is a random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix V . Using a dot to indicate annual data, we have
with C being a n × 4n transformation matrix with the [i, 4i − 3]-th element being 1 for i = 1, . . . , n and the others being zero for an interpolation problem. Assuming that the quarterly residuals follow a first-order auto-regressive process with coefficient a, disturbances ϵ and variance-covariance matrix E(ϵ t ϵ s = δ ts σ 2 ), Chow and Lin (1971) show that the best linear unbiased predictorB z of B z , which is a (n + m) × 1 vector with m denoting the number of quarters to extrapolate, iŝ
1 − a 2
where a is estimated by an iterative procedure. Presupposing an autocorrelation coefficient of the annual residuals, q, one computes a as the 4-th root of q in an interpolation problem and uses this value to generate V and the new annual residuals whose autocorrelation coefficient is taken as the q for the next iteration. For GRC, NLD and SWE, the value for 2005Q4 is also taken from the annual series. The preceding values are computed by adding to it subsequently the cumulative net lending of the general government which has been obtained from the OECD EO 79 and is discontinued. As for the previous countries, the values for the period after the reference quarter are generated by subtracting from the previous value the seasonally adjusted net lending of the general government taken from Eurostat.
For BEL, DNK, ESP and PRT, the reference values are 1990Q4, 1998Q4, 1994Q4 and 1998Q4, respectively . The values of the proxy preceding the reference date are computed from data on government net lending taken from a discontinued IMF database (for ESP and PRT) and primary surplus as estimated by Schoder (forthcoming) (for BEL and DNK), respectively. Note that these series have been adjusted to match the first observations overlapping with the series on government net lending provided by Eurostat. The values after the reference quarter are computed using the cumulated net lending data obtained from Eurostat.
Applying Chow and Lin (1971) to the annual debt series using a quarterly the proxies for net financial liabilities as discussed above yields the interpolated net debt series as plotted in Figure 7 together with the annual net debt. 
